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Snow White and seven dwarfs 
 

Once upon a time there was a king and a queen who were very happy. They had a baby so white 

as a snow and her face was so red that they call her Snow White. Unfortunately, the queen died 

and the king married again. But the step mother was evil and she didn´n like Snow White. When 

Snow White grew up, her step mother hated her more and more. Once she asked her magic 

mirror: „ Who is the prettiest from the world?“ The mirror answered: „You are so prette, my 

queen, but Snow White is prettier then you.“ She was really angry. She calld for a hunter and 

wanted from him to kill Snow Whitw. The hunter took Snow White into a deep and dark forrest 

and left her there. Snow White was frightened, but soon she found a cottage where seven dwarfs 

lived. The dwarfs were friendly and loved Snow White. Few days later the step mother noticed 

about Snow White, that she is alive and lives with seven dwarfs in a forrest. She changed herself 

into an old woman and went to visit her. The step mother sold her poisoned apple and Snow 

White fell down as dead. The dwarfs left her in a glass chest in the forrest. They wanted to see 

her. One day a princ went around. He saw the beautiful Snow White in her glass chest and kissed 

her. Snow White woke up. They lived happily ever after. 
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1. Sněhurka   2. sedm                     3. král a       4. otrávené 5. magické 6. skleněná 7. chaloupka 

                             trpaslíků                 královna        jablko        zrcadlo       truhla 

_____________________________________________________________________________ 

 

8. Bylo nebylo   9. Dokud nezemřeli, žijí dodnes  10. Naneštěstí      11. hezký, hezčí, nejhezčí 

_____________________________________________________________________________ 
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they lived 

happily even 

after 

unfortunately 

pretty – prettier 

– the prettiest 
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